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Put your search into a question.

Example: What is science education like in the Middle East?

Pull out the keywords or important words:

“science education”

“Middle East”

Search databases for these keyword phrases in quotes with “and” in between to get fewer, better results.

Go to the Articles/Databases tab on the Information Literacy LibGuide and select the following databases:

1. ACADEMIC SEARCH COMPLETE DATABASE

   Type in keyword phrase with "and" in between phrases
   Type in keyword phrase with "and" in between phrases
   Mark for Full Text
   Select years
2. **Results**

![Image of a database search results page showing relevant articles on Middle East and science education.]

- **Results**
- **Folder where selected articles can be emailed, printed, or saved to a file**
- **Click here for Full Text pdf**
- **Add selected articles to a folder**
- **If too many results, decrease dates or pick one type of journal**

3. **PROQUEST DATABASES**

![Image of a database search interface with search terms entered for "science education" and "Middle East."]

- **Type keyword phrases in quotes separated by "and"**
- **Choose Full text**
- **Search in one of these subject areas if better for your topic**
4. Results

Too many results? Search within

1463 Results*

Search within | Find related figures & tables

Suggested subjects
- Education AND Middle East (Place)
- Science education
- Science education AND Curricula
- Science education AND Teaching
- Science education AND Chemistry
- Science education AND Mathematics education

Powered by ProQuest® Smart Search

1 Selected item:
- View selected items
- Save to My Research
- Select 1-20
- Email
- Print
- Cite
- Export
- Save as file

1. Science Education: Researchers at Middle East Technical University have published new data on science education.

International Journal of Science Education, Middle East Technical University

Citation/Abstract Full text

2. Education Science and Technology: Researchers from Middle East Technical University have published new data on science and technology.

Journal of Science Education and Technology, Middle East Technical University

Citation/Abstract Full text

3. Education Science and Technology: New findings from Middle East Technical University describe new advances in science education.

New Findings in Science Education, Middle East Technical University

Citation/Abstract Full text

4. Education Science and Technology: New findings and science study findings have been reported by researchers at Middle East Technical University.

New Findings in Science Education, Middle East Technical University

Citation/Abstract Full text

5. Science and Technology Education: New Science and Technology Education Research from Middle East Technical University Described

Science and Technology Education Research, Middle East Technical University

Citation/Abstract Full text

Narrow results by Source type, Subject, Date and more

Click for Full text

Mark good articles. View under VIEW SELECTED ITEMS and email them